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•SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Panel flutter is the self-excited oscillation of a plate or shell when
exposed to an airflow along its surface. Linear theory indicates there is a
critical dynamic pressure above which the plate motion becomes unstable and
grow* exponentially with time. At large deflections, however, nonlinear ef-
fects (mainly midplane stretching forces) come into play and restrain the
motion to a bounded limit cycle. For realistic assessments of the significance
of panel flutter, the nonlinear theory must be investigated. An excellent,
up-to-date summary of panel flutter is given by Dowelll.
The physical nature of the problem is described in Appendix A. Various
methods can be used to inve A igate nonlinear panel flutter. First of all, there
is the direct numerical integration of the equations of motion from given initial
conditions. This has been used with considerable success by Dowell 2,3,4; see
also Evensen and Olsons . Secondly, the equations of motion can be placed on an
analogue computer with nonlinear components, and the response observed. Kobayashi6
and Bolotin7
 have used this method. Thirdly, the harmonic balance method can be
used to determine limit cycles; see for example, Kobayashi 6 , Bolotin7 , Evensen
and Olson 5 , and Eastep and McIntosh8 . Fc arthly, perturbation methods can be used
to obtain neighboring solutions to the linear problem: Olson and Fung 9 used the
Kryloff and Bogoliuboff method; more recently Morino 10 has used the multiple time
scaling technique. Finally, the Lyapunov stability criteria can be used to study
qualitatively the nonlinear behavior of the response. Such a technique has been
employed by Libsescull.
The present report will concentrate on perturbation methods and harmonic
balance methods for nonlinear panel flutter. The previously publiskod work
with these two methods has been limited specifically to two modes. This will
,k
be extended here in a systatic fashion to an arbitrary number of modes, and
results will be given for as many as twenty modes. it is believed that the
present perturbation and ;%arrmonic balance methods developed here may provide
useful and efficient alternatives to the longer, more straightforward direct
numerical integration method in studying nonlinear panel flutter problems.
Also, these methods developed here may be of interest in the study of related
vibration problems.
1
iSECTION 2
PERTUMTION METHODS
2.1	 Introduction to the Multiple Time-Scaling Technique
In order to introduce the multiple time-scaling technique in a simple
way, it is convenient to discuss first an application of this method to an
elementary nonlinear problem. 	 Consider the vibrations of a system of a mass
with a nonlinear spring, described by the equation
0 t X t LX' (2.1)
Ma If e • 0, the problem reduces to the linear equation
X. + X. = 0 (2'2)
whose solution is given by
X. = API	 A e an 2 Real [A e J (2,3)
where i = vr-I , A is an arbitrary constant and A* is its complex conjugate.
For E f 0, one can thinr. of solving the problem by "disturbing" the solution
of the linear system, that is by setting
tkssbining Eqs. 1.	 and 1.4, and equating terms of the same order of magnitude
(i.e., terms multiplying like powers of e) yields the following system of recur-
.
rence equations:	 ••
1r© 1' x• = D	 (order 1) (2.S)
k	 „ y •
X, T X, -	 xO (order e) (2.6)
and so on.	 Equation 2.5 is equal to Eq. 2.2 and its solution is given by
Eq. 2.3.
	 Combining Eqs. 2 .3 and 2 .6 yieldsi•{
X, +x, -(A e +30e,149a -it+t Lo (2.7)
whose solution is
2
1
4e 4 a* 6., )
i= ( i A'40t eii r *'A t ^^f 1
( 2 .8)
where B is another arbitrary constant, with B* being its complex conjugate.
Finally, combining 'Rqs. 2.3 and 2.8 with 2.4 yields
	
X= a Real ((A f ea)	 t C ' 4 '0
ff$iq'A"ie ^f0(es)
(2.9)
The term which contains to is called a "secular term". Terms of this kind
play a very important role in the singular perturbation techniques, and the nature
of secular terms is discussed in the following. First, it should be noted that the
solution obtained by neglecting the term of order E2 is not bounded. In fact,
the amplitude of the term to it becomes infinitely large as t goes to infinity.
This is in contradiction to the fact that Eq. 2.1 has a first integral
(energy integral)
	 .
x
1	 9 4
	
4 X -^^	 constant	 ( 2.10)2	 2	 q.
which implies that the solution remains finite. In addition, the solution
of Eq. 2.1 can be obtained in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions which are
periodic functions, whereas the function obtained from Eq. 2.9 disregarding
terms of order e2 does not have this property of periodicity. Thus, this method
seems to destroy the finiteness and the periodicity present in the true: solution.
The nature of the secular terms can be understood better by examining the
solution obtained by using the multiple-time-scaling technique which allows one
to obtain the "correct" solution. This solution is given (later) in Eq. 2.26 as
s' 30t F ll AAW`( 2.11)t i A,	 I t 0 W
3
tie
k
r0
a ^
The Tayl.r serien representation of this equation is given by
X = 2 Rea / [,4, e" 4 e (a,e yrAse'
(2.12)
which is identical to Eq. 2.9. It is aFa)arent from Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12 that since
the frequency changes with e, any attempt to obtain a power series representation
(as given by Eq. 2.4) for the solution, will always yield secular terms. In other
words, the solution given by Eq. 2.9 is correct but has the defect that in order
to maintain the properties of finiteness and periodicity, the complete series
must be considered. This makes the method useless from the practical point
of view.
In order to circumvent this difficulty several methods have been intro-
duced, as for instance the slowly varying amplitude method (described in
section 3) , the Kryloff-Bogoliuboff method (Ref. 12) , the two-variable expan-
sion procedure (Refs. 13 and 14), and the multiple time-sealinq technique.
In the following, the multiple time-scaling technique is described in detail.
It should be emphasized that other methods (Refs. 13 and 14, for example)
yield exactly the same results (to order of E 5) in this case, but they cannot be
applied in a more systematic way to treat more general cases. In particular, the
twee-variable expansion procedure introduced by Cole and Kevorkian (see Refs. 13
and 14) is often simpler to use than the multiple-time-scaling technique, but it
is not always applicable. A comparison of the two methods is made in Appendix e
of Reif . 19.
1
The multiple time-scaling technique Mai introduced by different re-
searchers independently (sea e.g., Refs. 15, 16, and 17). The basic concept
is the following. Note that E disappears from the arguments of the functions
on the right-hand side of the-equation, if Eq. 2.11 is written in the form
4
10
6
X= 2 Rea/ [t,4, te8,) c° ` ^ f. '''^• A, A, f, )
s
(2.13)
where to = to t  • Et. This suggests that the solution can be found as
follows: it is assumed that the solution of Eq. 2.1 is of the form
X-X•(t., L,, -•	 t e/r, lt.,t,,.-.. )•t -.
	
..t 0(ZA48 )	 (2.14)
where
	
tort , t, = F t . . . . ; t„ : et a .. . . .	 (2.15)
are considered to be independent (and are called "independent multiple-time
scales") so that
	
t ' Iatt ^	 (2.16)t" - , Fh a - 
	
d Leo n qft	 400
 
a4 ato	 ati
where N may be finite.
As is shown in 'che following, the use of the multiple-time-scaling introduces
enough flexibility in the scheme so that the secular terms can be avoided. It
should be noted that this is not possible in all cases. Cases in which the
method fails are discussed in sections 1, 4 0 and 5 of Ref. 19.
Next, the concepts described above are applied to solve Eq. 2.1. Combin-
ing Eqs. 2.1,_2.15, and 2.16 yields
ds
-t f --- t 	 `C ato
	
atoat, 	( X. f EX, + • .. .
— (Xo fF XI +••	 )f F(X	 'df€X,f	 ) (2.17)
Equating terms of the same order of magnitude (i.e., terms which are multiplied
by the same power of 0 yields
tb f X0 = 0	 (order 1)	 (2.18)
5
r0
^X+ v	 ex^
_ + X► ' ( 2 ^ 	 (order E)	 (2.19)
o	 m ►
and so on. The solution of Eq. 2.18 is given by
)(©	 e `f't AC uo $ ... a	 (2.20)
where now 
o 
is not an arbitrary constant but rather a function of t1 , t2,
and so on. Combining Eqs. 2 . 19 and 2 . 20 yields
at.	 fit+ a
®4 3Ao A e 43A.: a +A. e)
(2.21)
The solution of this equation is given by
X+ =2 RealIBae, f T 0,e 1-0
t 3
2 
Z # aA 
+	 ^o AQ — ' ^ ) f. ea-, (2.22)
which contains a secular term unless
aA 3 	 a * =
	
(2.23)
2 .^^A. 
a
This i8 a differential equation for A as a function of t1 andits solution is*
An-A,e`-1AA*t, 	 (2.24)
* In fact, setting c = peA in Eq. 1.21 yields Watt = or a®/at, w 3/2(p2)
which yield p • p1 = const. and 8 = 3/202tl -+ 81)=that is Eq. 2.24 where
Al = pi ielis a complex function of t2 , t3 and so on.
A
•
6
•Ib
Combining Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23 yields
X, = 2 Revel 8o L°`t.	 /9® a 	 (2.25)
t which does not contain secular terms. Finally, combining zqs. 2 . 14, 2.20,
and 2 . 25 yields
X = 2 Rea 1 [ (AO + e8O ) e`t°t F %. A: e` 3f, t0 (Es)	 (2.26)8
or using Eqs. 2.15 and 2.24
W
X 2 Rea! (4 1 f FBA e`
t, t^ IA^ejsc, ♦ e^A,A,* ,t 	 o(e)	 (2.27)
f
where
e-	 Bei 0 (e)	 ( 2 .28)
Finally, Eq. 2.27 can be written as
z
	
	
= 2
	
f	
iwt	 9 lewt	 (2.29)
with
{
cv = lf^ z At A,*	
(2.30)
which shows that the solution is a periodic function W^Lh frequen-cy depending
upon E.
2.2 Analysis of Two bodes
In Subsection 2.1, the multiple -time-scaling technique is used to study
a very simple equation. In order to study nonlinear panel flutter problems,
the method should be generalized ; o treat systems of differential equations.
For the sake of simplicity, the generalization of the method is described first
for the case of a system of two differential equations with two unknowns. This
is done in this subsection. The more general case of N equations with N un-
knowns is described in subsection 2.3.
Yf
7
02.2.1	 The Method of Solution
Consider a two-mode system* (see Appendix A for the expression of the
coefficients)„	
q
W,	 O i Wo f n2e W# -AW$ f^Coyh3i' ♦ Cs IN:'	 wr=
W,	 ^, w2 + S22 vs/^ A w. t C 
'21 W02+
	 :=w^	 w2 = o	
(2.31)
Consider the corresponding linear system
W. ♦ ^^^ 'f -Q 1 wj -A W2 = 0
W2 + g, W2 t Sts wl? f 	 Wo = 0	 (2. 3 2)
For A = 0, the solution is stable (vibrations of exponentially decreasing
r.
amplitude), but there exists a critical (flutter) value, AF .of
 the dynamic
pressure parameter such that for A > AF , the solution is unstable (vibrations
of exponentially growing amplitude occur).
	 For A • AF , the solution is at the
limit of stability; that is, the solution contains a component which represents
harmonic vibrations (constant amplitude) of frequency w 	 (flutter frequency).
The values of AF and ca, are obtained as follows.	 Consider the algebraic sys-
tem corresponding to Eq. 2.32, given by
y p2 tai?°+n;	
-AF
I	 ' r
^.	 -P=.+ x p+n^
i (2.33)
a
The values of AF and w 	 are obtained by setting
r
'P_
_ ^ ^	 (2034)
and setting the determinant (its real and imaginary part, independently) of
the coefficients of Eq. .2.33 equal tc zero. ' This yields
° m
^_	 (^	 (2.35)f 12m 	-	 s	 SZ^ 	 cq^	 ,,rya 	
2
+	 2	 82	 %107F	
(2.36)
Note that A _ e21a and that for simplicity gl and g2 are assumed to be inde-
pendent of E (see also Subsection 2.4.3).
a
8
_
6	 i,
I`
y^ -
From Eq. 2.36 one obtains*s a	 2
wF = ^D$^ n 1	 (2.37)
82
Combining Eqs. 2 . 35
t 
and 2.37 and solving for tA yields
"F
	
q	 Q n s 	 j
	
2 - bl ^t	 a	 2 _	 a^n:Ai-	 Sal'
.. 	 s '-^' 1 '
	
8,+82
f Q	 """_"""	 (2.38 )
^(^a 
Thus the undamped** part of the solution of the linear problem for A a A?
(tt-:at is at the stability boundary) is given by
"v1 = A
	
°t	 wF t
w=	 u	
t A
= 2 hal ( A Jul] e"jr- t ( 2 .39)
where,, combining Eqs. 2.32 and 2.39
(,^_" WF1 4 WF fS2;_	 -Al:	 (2.40)
or***	 AF	 - GvF +i Us	 f g1t
	
q e`	 (2.41)
with	 4s
8,+8,
 
	 ^0	 (2.42)
*
.n,-,^=
it is assumed W,, jO 0. The case W,, = 0 is discussed in Ref 19..
**
It is worth noting that the full solution of the problem contains also a
term which decreases exponentially to zero.
in fact, with the use of Eqs. 2.37 and 2.38s
 2	 . I L-	 (je - 4	 0U I E11.	 J J1.	 +
	
t (	 ^f=x=	 x ^^'Oiz f:,^	 ter». n "F
—	 F 
	
i	
.t
	
leA* 44
9
e
}
u	
a
'r
k^
4x
;
As mentioned above, the solution of the line+cr problem becomes unstable,
that is the amplitude becomes infinitely large for A > A? . On the other hand,
the solution of the nonlinear problem grows only to a finite value. The limit-
ing solution (as t *,=) is a periodic solution with constant amplitude. This is
due to the fact that the increase in A is ' -compensated for" by the effect of
the nonlinear terms.
Thus, the increase in A and the effect of the nonlinear terms must be
(mathematically speaking) of the same order of magnitude. Assume that E is
the order of magnitude of wl an4 w2t then a "compensation" is obtained by
setting
Mrs
	 (2.43)
W -	 A
and*	 Ni=
.A. =A F  ♦ E:	 (2.44)
Cor•bining Eqs. 2 . 31, 2.43, and 2 . 44 yields
NJ, t xr, W, -A-F W, = 	[ W: -(Cu V,/I
 t Cs1++J:) iN,
Wa +4a Wa fA2 a iAf W, ' fa (.t 1n/j _l ^slwatCssw:^ W=^ (2.45)
which shows that Eqs. 2.43 and 2.44 produce the desired "compensation" between
the variation of A and the effect of the nonlinear terms.
Next, note that only E 2 appears in Eq. 2.45 so that only even powers of
e are involved in the solution. This suggests that the solution can be obtained
in the form
r W= =	 sl (" ;ta,•.. ) t f3 Za ^' ^, f':^•..^.}...	 (2.46)
where (just as in the preceding subsection)
•
The plus sign is used to study the behavior for A > Ap and the minus sign is
used to study the behavior of A < A2,.
10
ii
R
atea Qs a Lo
(2.50) .
w
N
r^
are considered to be independent variables so that
d_ a,,e
a
a, I ,. ..dt ato	 at=
2.2.2 The Solution of the Problem and the
Equation for A(t2)
Combining Eqs. 2 . 32, 2.46, and 2.48 yields
(2.47)
(2.48)
V]'
Syi
^	 s
a'	
:Z 
Ot t t ...^^i^hl,,^F^MI„+...1 fay (at^ t f- • ..^a f,	 :
x (EW„t ^'Nat...^f.si.; ^^ w. ^^^' W„•► ..,HAF t E z)
X ( e w.,teWsa t ... )f C„(Evv„tew,a+...)
t Cot( E M, +	 ( E h1:, + E' Klvs-t . ... )2- m o
at: ♦ E= 2 at.at: . . . O N + E3 ^a ♦ . • .) y. gs ( to f ^ ^ +. .
x(^W21t E3 Io st ... ) t4L& (EWet^3
 ^t
	 t(A.;
^l ( fW,l+ f awi +...)tC lF^nl, t^3hl^3t... (^w,,tew.+..)
f cW f Wit f ows3 t ...	 0	 (2.49)
Equating terms of the same order of magnitude yields the following sat of
recurrent systems of differential equations;
Sstem of order E•
i
s
11
r6
System of order t3
q
^, 	 ♦ no WIS — J f was
'Ott	 ato
2 S	 { q ryir 1 WZ t COOK/0 3OO  t'  + Cjs WooC atVA, So at:	 ►^1	 ry	 I
_
^!'toCato
at W:^	 ar 2	
C7.7	
1 ± Woo f Ca ti11^^1
 1+N= ^ t Cj=^^ (2 . s 1)L	 at"ata 	 apt;,
and so on.
Equation 2.50 is equivalent to the linear system given by Eq. 2.32. The
undamped part of its solution is given by (see Eq. 2.39)
y^	 I	 i. wt t	 e cwF
 
to
e	 ^'Awu	 'A	 u	 ^'
i wit.
= 2Re41	 A	 Gu
(2.52)
where A is a function of t2 #' 	 u	 is given by Eq. 2.41. 	 As mentioned
earlier, the full solution of Eq. 2.18 contains also a part which is damped.
This part is not of interest for the solution of the nonlinear problem. 	 in
fact, only the asymptotic behavior (as t-+ 00) of the solution is of interest
here and as is shown in Ref. 10, all of the terms originating from the da^gped
part of the solution of the linear system go exponentially to zero. 	 Thus, for
the sake of simplicity,, the damped part of the solution is disregarded in the
following.
Next, consider the solution of Eq. 2.51	 Combining mss. 2.51 and 2.52
yields
+ no Wis -AF Was
t ,	 ate
a i3	 ^s ^• ► ,_	 -t,^, Wi; 	 (2.53)
^	
,	
^^	 F'	 : ate
122 Y
ti
•r
where
s
t^
 
2 Re4 / (2 ^ cJF f	 aq ^^ ^at$ 	 tuAe
t C,, [Aje' "",t 3A'aA'* e so' to
`IS [A U a e
a^ 4?^ { 
® A
.f 
A' ^ C t^l af2ll u"	 ` may tm
Lis = .2 &a l (2<^ t^:  U 2-4atz	 A e
t C21 [ A 3  e`'` f. t AW (2u t u* e t f
	
tA' u 3 e ts OF+-	 ^	 _ * i 'IF *:3C
	 f A A 3 u u e
	 c2.54
r
1
or
' Z2  Rea l 	 ,I , GG^t
O 	 r
z	 1	 (2. 55) 	t
with
	
COF
aA
^^^ ^r UA -f [3Cm -rt u t2UL4-N) P AA*1	 ^a
f!
AQ4 A+ (2UtUO)C t3Ujtl^f=	 C	 si ]Aa (2.56)
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and
'! 1	
cot f cis U' ) A'
l' (C„u+ Cu U& ) u A3	 (2.57)
Next, note that Z  and Z 2 contain terms proportional to a iWFt . These
yield secular terms unless Z M and Z (1) satisfy a special condition (Eq. 2.62) .
In order to derive this condition, it is convenient to consider the
system
C1	
8,	 '12 Wis —Ap Wis -f 41) e '&OF-'*= 0at * 	ate
ewlil ^$ M-9	 1 W	 F_+A tN►3 t^ "^ 
awrto 0	 (2.58)
a'G0	 ^t„o	 Z 15	 a
Assu®e that
tl) 1W^{rW13_^?
(2.59)^: ! =P
Combining Zqs. 2 . 58 and 2.59 yields
A
oil
OW	
w ^'
s
.^.f
	 —
Of t 1isof+11:	 P.112a) (2.50)
The determinant of the matrix is zero (by definition of W. and tV ,,) , which
weans that the first. sow is proportional to the second roe+, the constant of
proportionality, Cp , being equal to ur ir- fact Eq. 2.40 yields
Wl 	 80,141Fs	 sCme
–^— _ --	 =
t	 A-g	 - W t i 88 k, +S?2
	(2.61)
ti
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^i+!	 Use (2.62)
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with u given by Eq. 2.41 Thos, Eq• 2.60 cannot be solved*, unless
a h,
if this condition is satisfied, the two equations are not independent. Thus,
it is sufficient to satisfy only one of them; for instance, the second one.
Furthermore, there are more unknowns than equations. Hence a particular solu-
tion of Eq. 2.60 can be obtained by setting pit) • 0 and obtaining pal) from
the second equations this yields
(2.63)
a	 ' (A^ t ^a tQs
Thus, the solution of Eq. 2.51, disregarding the da pped part, is given
by
VU ^^	 l	 ,p(+l	 ieJ^ ^ ^^1 isW{2 Real ^$	 ^	 (,, e t ^,, e
Wa
(2.64)
where p(1) and pal) are given by Eq. 2.63, a is a complex function of t 2 , t4,
and
-1
0,	 - 9 wf t 18+ 3'F t na	
_ .^. F 0 ►z'
L	 1-7	 J(2.65)
i
Finally, combining Eqs. 2 .46, 2.52, and 2.64 yields
fiq	 L"	 +l, ^'LP	 jWs	 ..t. a
+ 0 W')	 (2.66)
In other words, the assumption made with Eq. 2.59 is not correct. in fact,
the solution contains, in general, terms like t eiw't (secular term).
M
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i H,
^c =. wf < < -U 2 ^ 	 -^^ (4_ (2.71)
rio
where u^ is given by Eq. 2.37 A and H are complex functions of t2 , . . . ,
p (1) and p (1) are given by Eq. 2.63, and finally p (3) and p (3) are given by1	 2	 1	 2
Eq. 2.65.
2.2.3 The Function A(t2)
Thus far, the original probleut has been solved to the order c 3
 under
the condition that Eq. 2.62 is satisfied. This condition yields a differential
equation for A as a function of t 2 . It should be noted that Eq. 2.62 is neces-
sary in order to avoid secular terms; hence (as in the problem considered in
Section 1) avoiding secular tens defines the functional dependence of A on
t2 . The reminder of this subsection is devoted to the discussion of this func-
tion dependence.
Combining Eqs. 2.54 and 2 . 62 yields
or
f0^^_ 
U ^_^ _ [2i Wf, (1 41  t^^-^=U )] a^
t 2 u A t [3 C,I t( U t2 U U- ) Cis- 2 4.1 ULO) Cap
3 u3U* 0221 AW = a	
(2.67)
aA	 + A= * -^f i^ A ^ 	 (2.68)
s
` + 2 U	 2.69d	 (	 )
ii
y = C 3 C,, t ( U 'z+ ' 2  uV) c,= (2 U 2+ UV)c=,- '3 U3^ ,^"C== (2.70)
with
y
k;
where
0i
The solution of Eq. 2.68 is given bye
JP
1A I e	 (2.72)
In fact, combining Eqs. 2.68, 2.72, and 2.75 yields
-r	 f^	 X141 e' (^Ki^^'_)i,qI'e`^^Ra t,	 a tz
or by separating real and imaginary parts
'
a(A)	
IA	 A 3	 )_ - tax I - YR 1	 '	 (aa.tz
aZ
---- _ - ^_ - Yz !A1	 (b)d t2
Equation (a) can be written as
t2 ^IA1=^'2JsR^^AI2t^
whose solution is
2pg
1Al2
which is equivalent to Eq. 2.73.
	
Then Eq.	 (b) yields
i
GY fa
- -lgzf? -Y=	 IA1adt? 4 	 _-j3Z f? -YI	,
+xeR
d
which is equivalent to Eq. 2.74.
j
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0
with
i
e
? f:
-Art.,
4rR	 P
rR	 2rR
	
, l
_	 _ R 
rz t2 t it A M/fA	 (2.74)
	where k and o are two arbitrary functions of t4 , t6 ,	 , and the follow-
inq relations have been used:
Aq t i Pr
— IR f l XX	 (2.75)r
To summarise,the solution of Eq. 2.31 is given by Eq. 2.66 where A is
obtained by combining Eqs. 2.72, 2.73, and 2.74. All the quantities are known,
exce?t 8, k, and ^ 0 . It is worth noting that 8 is a function of t2 , whereas k
and 00 are a function of t4 ; these functional dependences are obtained by
avoiding they secular term in the expressions of 
wl5 and w25 (see Section 2 of
Ref. 15) .
Next, the asymptotic behavior of the solution as t -► is examined.
For the sake of simplicity, only the terms of order t are considered here;
combining Rqs. 2 . 66 and 2 .72 and disregarding terms of order E3 yields
}
w^ 
2 Real A ( 'I e
= 2E IA I Rea/ C fu} e 	 ^
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where ^ is given by Eq. 2.74 and according to Eq. 2.73, JAI is given by
^"	 + K1A1=
^R
	
lit	 ^R
	
= - tit	 e
pit
 (2.77)
with
SK = stgn M
t zP	 ?leR
_ _
	
.pit /k/	 (2.78)- 
The function IAA has a different behavior, depending upon the signs of OR
 and
y 	 (the four possible behaviors are plotted in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4). Note
that:
,eR
	 0r A > .11.F	 (2.79)
since the linear case is unstable (RR < 0) for A > A.* The four cases are
examined in the following. Assume first that (Cases 1 and 2)
YR > 0	 (2.80),
which corresponds to "hard-gF.1nq" nonlinear terms (stabilizing nonlinear terms).
Case 1:
if A > Af, (SR < 0) as t2 -►
 , one obtains (see Eq. 2.73 and Fig. 1 )
A	
^R
	
^ "o 
'° `....""	 ( 2.81)
Y^
and (see Eq. 2.74 )
2
The solution of the linear case behaves like e
_
 E SRt cos (w t + 0 as is seen
by setting YR a 0 in Eq. 2.77.
R
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t = Ws t2	 (2.82)
with
.8R Os
	
(2.83)
YR
— --°	 (2.84)«O, 0
 2^
	
.0
R
Thus for YR > 0, and A > Ag($R < 0), the asymptotic behavior of the solution
as t -+	 is given by
M/1 j = 2 let Rea/ l	 I(wr'^.t Wi fs to.*o) (2.85)
W:	 T
^
or, using the definition to = t, t2
 C2  (Eq. 2.47) and the definition of u
(Eq. 2.41)
	
W1 	 I f3R
	
, 	 COS ( W t t ,^.•,o
_-2 8'•-i.= C stwtf.t,ofX	 (2.86)
R
with (see Eq. 2.83)
l^t^ = wF f F?ws = t ' ^s ^s +	 x )	 (2.87)
Equation 2.86 shows that the steady solution represents oscillations
of given amplitude (steady limit cycle oscillations). The transient solution
given by Eq. 2.76 shows that the amplitude }AI of the solution grows (decrease)
to the value JAI. (see Fig. 1) , if the amplitude at time t = 0 is lower
(greater) than `AI. .
Cause 2:
On the other hand, for A < AF (OR >`0), Eq. 2.77 shows that
A	 G' -toot rt - tip^ ^ `.
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as t2 4- w . Thus, the solution is fully stable and Ito amplitude goes to sei:j
as t ♦ 	 (Fig. 2) .
Next, assume (Cases 3 and 4) that
#	 r < 0R
which corresponds to "soft -spring" nonlinear terms (destabilizing nonlinear
terms). Note that Eq. 2.77 is still valid.
Case 3:
For A < AF ( RR > 0), the diagram of JAI (see Fig. 3), shows that the
solution grows to infinity (or goes to zero) if the initial condition is
such that, at
f	 IAi1--	 l Al <^- I	 I
	
R	 A
respectively. This case corresponds to unstable limit cycle oscillations.*
Case 4 •
On the other hand, for A > AF,- -he solution is strongly unstable, and
goes to infinity in finite time (t = t ) as is shown in Fiq. 4.
2	 2P
Summarizing, consider first, A > AF . Then, if there exists a limit
cycle, it is stable (Case 1, Fig. 1); otherwise the solution is strongly un-
stable (Case 4, Fig. 4). On the other hand, for A < tk F , if there exists a
limit cycle, this is unstable (Case 3, Fig. 3); otherwise the solution is
completely stable (Case 2, Fig. 2).**
z.
This case is discussed in more detail in Ref. 10.
**It should be noted that these conclusions (limit cycle stable for A > AF;
unstable for A < A.) are true only if OR > 0 (linear solution unstable)
for A>AF.
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•2.3 The N Mode Case
In the preceding section, the nonlinear flutter problem was studied for
the taro-mode case. The results can be generalized to the N mode case. This
generalisation is described in the following.
2.3.1 The Formulation of the Problem
Consider the N node Galerkin system for the nonlinear panel-flutter
problem. For a plate without imperfections, the differential equations are
given by the following (see Appendix A)a
	
-t G^	 + K,^ w +^ E W
fftl
r 	 t
+	 Cnt. W 	 ^+V +O(^'^=0	 (2.88)
where Mnp , Gnp , Knp , Enp and Cnpgr are known coefficients and a is the order of
magnitude on wn. This equation generalizes Eq. 2.31 of Subsection 2.2.
In order to study Eq. 2.88, it is convenient to write it in matrix nota-
tion as
_ rcj dt +[KJ	 ( J){ jat
	
+ [C] + 0	 =0	 (2.89)
where*
U'll = WO,M	( 2.90)
1
  
(2.91)
[ `^ = C^.,,	 (2.92)
K l f Ks )	 (2.93)f
*Note that here G are assumed to be independent of E. A generalization is
^P
considered in Subsection 2.4.3-.
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[E] = [ ^„ ]	 (2.94)
r
[cl =tf I C" rW11VI	 (2.95)tt r	 to ^' a
The corresponding line= system is given by
([MIL  + CCG3 d +[K]t^ (F1){Wj=O	 (2.96)t
Just as for the two case, there is a value, AF , of 11 such that for
= ;LF	 (2.97)
Equation 2.96 has a particular solution which is purely harmonic:
{ti1	 Qt c^^{ n/ 	G	 +.fu^j e	 (2.98 )
In order to find the values of J1.f, and W,, combine Eqs. 2.96 and 2.98. This
yields the corresponding algebraic system
F J f U l a	 (2.99)4	 -
Ofl with
L ^"	 wF CM^ ♦ ^ [CT)t(K1 ♦ ^f^^ 	 (2.100)
This system has a nontrivial solution, if
t	
Def. C F) = 0	 (2.101)
This is a complex equation; by setting the real and the imaginary parts equal
to zero, independently, one obtains a set of two equations with two unknowns:
a F and wp. if Eq. 2.101 is satisfied, the eigenvector (U) can be obtained by
solving Eq. 2.99.
Consider next, the nonlinear problem. In order to solve it, the same
concepts used in Subsection 2.2 are used here in a slightly more general
form. Set
23
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i	
Y
1=XF ♦€: (2.102)
and
{ W) _	 ^^^ f e' { W.1 + - • •
`
(2.103) 
where
I W41 ' f VA oil (2.104)
are functions of o, t 2 , and so on, with
to = Es t (2.105)
so that
dTt at.
	 7t: (2.106)
Combining Eqs. 2 .88, 2.102,.2.103, and 2.108 yields
MI (1 + 2 Ea C-)z	 + 14146 +
tGL F !e-P )[F	 (C(P181-t fs	 W3 ; t...
-^. ^ ^a I C3
	
♦... 	 "^' 0a
(2.107)
with
(C3	 Cwf	 r	 ^ W ^ hire
^'g ^'	 }
(2 . x.08)	
^1^t^r= i	 a
8quiaiting terms of the same order of magnitude yields the following set of	 i
recurrent systems:
sXstem of Order C
j	 fate alto
ti
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System of Order S3
	
a	 ;LF[ Efez L He( IM)	 + r
NI — ICTI-E fW, j [E IfWol — [C,
	
ateatz	 atz	 (2.110)
and so on. Note that the differential operator on the left-hand side is the
same in all the systems.
2.3.2 The Solution of the Problem
Equation 2.109 is equivalent to the linearized system ,  Eq. 2.96; the
steady-state solution* of Sq. 2.109 is given by (see Eq. 2.98)
f Wi l = A ful ei, "'FL 0+ A* (U01 6 iajOv
= 2 Real ^ f A [U	 (2.111)
where A is a function of t2 v t4p	 w F is a root of Eq. 2.101 and
[LAI = [Uj j	 (2.112)
in the complex eigenvector of the linear problem and is found by solving
Eq. 2.99.
Next consider the system of order t3 (Eq . 2.110). First,, the explicit
expression for {C3) in derived. Combining gqs.2 . 108,, 2.111s and 2 . 112 yields
W	 iort
c3j	 t6CIMpIr (Ault e	 Ao u* e
X(Au,ei f9,egei4F** )X(AUrP, -f ittfteo
2 &a / (A' H.] ei""P -t AaA* ( H, l e4 6'r'	 (2.113)
As mentioned in the preceding section, the exponentially damped part does not
give any relevant contribution to the limit solution. For a Complete solution
-of the problem see Ref. 10.
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 r UU u^l
	
f ^►tii ti	 t a	 1
fiH = {I CetpWrul Wtu ^*art ^ Ur) 1 	 (2.114)
'^=A1
	
1	 t 1	 Ut ul 	 1
Finally, combining Eqs. 2 .110 and 2 . 113 yields
["' Ilea t [j]	 f [K] t^ [F]	 W. t	 =0	 (2.115)
where
	
} = 2 Real [ Z""] 4 8 ^tt	 11)1 ^pE 'v^f	 (2.116)
with
{ j = He] A	 (2.117)
(2iw [MIf NI gui aAat?
	
I F ] IUJA  t {H, AT	 (2.118)
Next, it should be noted that the terse which contains aiWFt yields
secular ti-as unless the vector (sl} satisfies a special condition. This con-
dition generalizes the, condition for the two-erode case (sq. 2.62) , which can
be written as
(2.119)
The condition for N erodes is discussed in the following. Consider a
particular integral of the equation
	
(IM)+;[G °^t[KItACC ( WSJr. 	 F 
f Rol ^``^t ^ 111 '"OFte	 (2.120)
`	 — p
Assume a solution of this ford
i
1
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6{ W3^ = ^^ }	 f	 (2.121)
Then (P (1) ) must satisfy the equatiot:
with (F) given by Eq. 2.100. The
(Eq. 2.101), which implies that it
of the coefficient of the equation
other words, there exists a vector
tip
6 2
7	 (2.122
3eterminant of this equation is zero
is possible to obtain a linear combination
which is identically equal to zero. In
(U") such that
L 
ULJ
 I t I _ O	 (2.123)
The vector LULJ will be mentioned as the left eigenvector (i.e., the
transpose of the eigenvector of the transpose of (F]).
Thus, Eq. 2.122 cannot be solved unless the linear combinations (with
the same coefficients) of the components of Z (1) are also zero; in other
words, Eq. 2.122 can be solved (that is the solution of Eq. 2.120 has the form
given in Eq. 2.122), only if the condition
L; U"J	 0	 (2.124)
is satisfied. This is the desired condition for avoiding secular terms.
Equation 2.124 is a generalization of Eq. 2.119 which is valid only for the two-
mode case.
This condition for "no-secular terms" yields a differential equation
for A as a function of t 2 . In fact, combining Eqs. 2.118 and 2.123 one obtains
A 	 A 
+YA
2AJ =0	 (2. 125)
where
a-tz
UI&J
	
ful 
	
(2.126)
L ^A ^ .1 [Hj	 (2.127)
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with
at=LU_j(2iWFLMI+[C'])fU} 	 (2.128)
Equati-in 2.125 is identical to Eq. 2.66. Thus its solution is obtained by com-
bining Eqs. 2 .72, 2.73, and 2 . 74, which yields
y	 ^{ - ; ^_,^: i^= r Ltd f x1 ^^']A _ --^ +K	 ') E	 r At (2.129)
where according to Eq. 2. 75, 0R and 0I (or YE and y I ) are the real and
the imaginary part of 0 (or y, respectively). Note that the definitions of
R and y given in Eqs. 2.126 and 2 . 127 are similar to those given in Eqs. 2.69
and 2 . 70 for the two-mode case.* Finally, Eq. 2.122 can be solved by setting
the first component of {P (1) l equal to zero and disregarding the first equation.
in matrix notation this can be written as
{	 ^	 (2.130)
*
In this case
1	 0 -1	 1 ti
! 1u	 1	 L
0	 [ 3C,,-f (RA+ 214tO )C,,
8:	 Ca it	 s
which yields, by use of Eqs. 2.126, 2.127, and 2.128
^_ ± LUG [E]fu,^ = t^ 2	 -
LU6 1H,3 = [3 C ,f ( :+2uua_) C,- (2utuU t ) Ct► -3!!with	 d	 - - 
LUL (2i4[MJ+[C7 j)[Uj= ua
in agreement with 8qs. 2.69, 2.70 1
 and 2.71.
4	 -
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where
( )
	 0 ^ L	
(x.1 31)
and where ELI is the inverse of the (N-1) x (N-1) matrix obtained from (r] by
eliminating the first row and the first column.
Thus the solution for (W3 ) can now be obtained and is given by
{ W31 = 2 Rea / ps juj t ne ? ^ 44-- le, fel
 
eis
` t^ 	 (2.132)
where (P (1) )
 
is given by Eq. 2.130, a is a function of ta ,	 , and
701	 (2.133)
{l	 1}	 L^ { L
where
-1
WF IMJ'+'34[CTI+IKI+AT-[ E lj (2.134)
Finally, combining Eqs. 2 . 103, 2.111, and 2.132, the solution of Eq. 2.88 is
given by
jw = 2 Real [(CA 4 e3 B )fu} Pitt C ' 1?0,1eco^
with A given by Eq. 2.129.
2.3.3 Discussion of Results
In order to describe the behavior of the solution, it is convenient
to consider only the terms of order E; combining Eqs. 2.129 and 2.135 and
neglecting terms of order e 3
 yields
W } = 2 flea l CA	 e
g^	 f	 ^ fit. + p
= 2 ,E ,A I Ilea/ C l U 'e	 (2.136)
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a
with 0 given by Eq. 2.13
/
1 and
A I = ' —' '^ K e[- -L +S	 (2.137)
pp. Pi 	 K
with S  and t2,0 defined by Eq. 2.46. Equation 2.136 is similar to Eq. 2.76.
The behavior is exactly the same. The conclusions made in Subsection 2.2.3
are repeated here. Note first that (just as for the two-mode case)
Pit 
< 0	 fo r 	 A '< ;L F	 (2.138
since the linear solution is unstable for A > AF . Thus, for YR > 0
(stabilizing or hard-spring nonlinear terms), the solution is stable for
A < AF (Fig. 2) t whereas for A > AF , there is a stable limit cycle (Fig. 1) ,
a-.A the steady-state oscillations are given by
fW	 2 F
FTPICP-
	 }Real ^(U eil^ft
-t0le	 (2.139)l	 =
•ith w given by Eq. 2.87 and 0.. to is an arbitrary constant (see Eq. 2.84)
or
i ! wje t t 	 )^u e
W ri = 2 ^ ^` Real
(2.140
Note that E is defined by Eq.2.102. On the other hand, for y  < 0
(destabilizing or soft-spring nonlinear terms) the solution is strongl y unstable
(goes to infinity in finite time) for A > A f,, whereas for X < AF there exists
a limit cycle (with oscillation given by Eq.2.140), but this is unstable
(see Figs. 3 and 4) .
It is worth noting that, from the above :.-onclusions, one cab say, in
general, that limit cycles with A > AF are stable, whereas those with
A < AF are unstable.
2.4 The Numerical Procedure
In this subsection the procedure used for the numerical application is_
described.
62.4.1
	 Summary
 of the Method
In the preceding section it is shown that the limit cycle solution is
i obtained as follows.	 First, solve tie linear problem
F	 f U) = o (2.141)
with
CF]= -wiCml+ia
	
N I	 [K] -tA F EEJ (2.142)
which yields the two eigenvalues wF and AF and the eigenvector (U). Evaluate
also the left eigenvector (UL} defined by
LUJ	 IF "'=O (2.143)
or, by taking the transpose equation
F I T ( U,,j  =o (2.144)
where the superscript T means "transpose'.
	 Evaluate the following complex
numbers (Eqs. 2.126 and 2.127)
± d L u J [E]  {
	
{	 X ) (2.145)
^
= Lu J {HJOlt (2.146)
where (Ea. 2.128)
o^	 L u L , (2i WF CM] + [G^	 ^^ (2.147)
In Eq. 2.146 the vector (H } is given by (see Eq. 2.114)1
-
r;
(2.148)
with
h (u u urt C„tl r	 t a
	 ^
u u r t uf, UE ^r (2.149)
t^,r
where uk is the k ti' co	 orient of (V) and u*k is the complex conjugate of uk.
`
Next, consider the real parts and the imaginary parts of R and Y b
I`
r6
G
r' ^R fL ^s 	(2.150)
Note that according to Eq. 2.138
PR < 0	 'f or	 X -^ A. F	 (2.151)
Next, consider the sign of YR. If YR > 0 then the limit cycle is stable and
exists only for 1 > AFs on the other hand, for YR < 0 the limit cycle is un-
stable and exists only for A < aF . Thus, in both cases the solution is
given as follows. For
	
= X F ± E 2 	( for x o u F )
	
(2.152)
there exists a limit cycle (stable for YR > 0, unstable for YR < 0). The
limit cycle oscillations are given by
E Rea I ( {uj G'f^^ .a
	
^	 (2.153)
where ^ is an arbitrary phase angle,
LC =	 _	 (2.154)
and finally
is called the "limit cycle amplitude parameter". The frequency,w, is given
by (see Eq. 2.87)
W t F 2 C qs - -' tr	 for ^1. c 7l t}W	 F	 t'	 A4	 (2. _55)
2.4.2 The Left Eigenvector
Next, it should be noted that the left-eigenvector JUL) can be obtained
from the vector W in a very simple way, if the matrices IN) , [G) , (K), and
(E) are such that
s
32
J.
1
►^= Mtn C^^t ]= C^p, [f]=[1,,1 for n + p • even
CM 1_ n	 CG J- 0 C K. 7_ Q	 for n + p • odd	 (2.156)
and
[EM,. ]= - [Epn	 for n + 1, odd
[E nt ]=0	 for n + p even (2.157)
Then it is immediately verified that
Cy] CM]T [I]^ [MI
C 11 [CT 17 = ICT
[11 C K]T C7] =CKJ
L7 ] C F J tC1 = C EJ	 (2.158)
where
C ^—	 --
(2.159)
Thus, combining Eqs. 2 . 142 and 2.158 yields
I T I I F ] T [ J"j _ CF^	 (2.160)
where the superscript T indicates the "transpose". Thus, Eq.2.141 is equiva-
lent to
TICFIT [U] [UJ= 0	 (2.161)
which shows that the solution of Eq. 2.143 is given by
^i
IfU^	
( U	 (2.162)
p
33
Ib a^
n
i
or
L U`.! = L U., 9-U?) u3,-Uq, . . . 'J	 (2.163)
2.4.3 Damping Coefficients Depending upon A
r	 r	 .^
As shown in lief. 10 (see also Appendix A),, the matrix of the damping
coefficients is of the form
[ G I_ [G, I t	 (2.164)
or, by expanding in series of a (see Eq. 2.152)
C CT I-- I W I tFXF C ^ J ± 	 ^ ^ C ^ -^ 0 (V)?rF
with
[GTAN' J ^J f C^ J
^.. Cy.	 (2.166)[q2l =
 z If
it is easily shown that the results summarized in Subsection 2.4.1 are still
valid, if (G) is replaced by (o) and the definition of S is modified as
follows* ;I
} "'^ ` L U 4
.j C	 W^ [^'3 ] 	 (2.167)(jU
This is the formulation used in the nuwerical application, with g  = 0
*
Because Eq.2.110 contains, in this case, an additional term, on the right-
hand side, of the form
1 [CTS ) o fwll=;  2 Rea I I 4 w
 Cc-r-,I fu },q^`^^
h
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2.5 Extension of the Theoretical Analysis
The analysis presented here is limited in several respects%
(a) It is limited to w 3
 order terms
(b) It assumes implicitly that the flutter frequency wF is
greater than zero.
(c) The terms gn are often greater than E • A -77 which
is the asymptotic expansion parameter.
It is of interest to investigate further these limitations. In order
to obtain simple results, these three problems have been stu-Iied, using the
simple model of two modes
W. t 81 ►N, t ti', w, -^- W2 t c„ W' + c,: MW= +d ^msf dJsw'W=t d,awbw o
111:t a b11= *S2= W. wi_ W. t C" W. ` Ws t C :swa tda ^'^ +^ d: iW'rVi td:31V o
(2.168)
The details of the analysis are given in Ref. 19. The results
summarized here extend the analysis to include the items (a) , (b) , and
(c) mentioned above.
2.5.1 Effect of the Fifth Order Nonlinear Terms
Depending upon the sign of a coefficient which represents the effect of
the fifth order nonlinear terms, the parabola which gives the amplitude of the
limit cycle versus A can bend back. The limit cycle oscillations disappear
for a value
.A > Acriticai	 (2.169)
2.5.2 Flutter-Buckling Interaction
The region of stability of the linear system is obtained by studing
the' -stability of the equation
r
r
Det.	 = 0
J1..	 _ -f 62'p +.C22
This is a fourth order algebraic equation of the type
4 -a-W4 6V4 C -P+d =0
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(2.170)
(2.171)
r•
:z
The stability conditions for this equation are
Ct > o , b> 0 , C ",d  >o, ca-abc + a ac < o	 (2.172)
The curves c = 0, d = 0, and c 2 - abc + a 2 d = 0 define the region of stability.
It can be noted that the condition c = 0 corresponds to the case where
w  = 0. Thus, the analysis given before fails in the neighborhood of the
point of intersection of the flutter curve with the buckling curve (where the
flutter frequency wF
 can be of the order C).
To study the nonlinear behavior of the system, the multiple time-scaling
technique was used. The zero order system is the one with A = A* and membrane
force N = N* . These are (by definition) the values of A and N such,that
C = - abc ♦ a=d = o	 (Flutter condition)
d + 0	
(Buckling condition) (2.173)
which also imply that c = 0. Since c = 0 and d = 0, the algebraic equation
given by Eq. 5.4 has a double root p = 0. The other two roots are complex
conjugates with negative real parts. Thus, the "nondamped" part of ^ 4,he solu-
tion does not depend upon the time o. The solution can be written as
f wJ = NJ A 0,,f-, - - -)	 (2.174)
The first order system does not yield any secular terms. In order to
avoid the secular terms in the second order system, the following equation
must be satisfied
cYA f OA f J A'= o	 (2.175)
where a, 0, and y are known coefficients which depend upon the coefficients
of Eq. 2.163. Equation 2.175 can be integrated to yield
.^ 	 +^•t f Q tA" - ^i' 	 (2.176)
aL^ 
where a is the energy of the system. The solution of this equation can be
obtained in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions cn(T,k) and dn(T,k) as
fol lows :
ti
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01. For 6 < O and e > O, or 6 > 0
A=A, cn (wt, k)	 (2.177)
2. For S < 0 and e <0
A = A t d ri (Wt, k)	 (2.178)
In Eqs. 2.177 And 2 . 178,6 ,W and k are expressed in terms of A, S and y.
Finally, avoiding secular terms in the third order system yields a
differential equation which gives the variation of t with t2.
2. S.3 Small paninQ Coefficients
In order to verify the validity of the analysis for very small values
of the damping coefficient, the system obtained from Eq. 2.31 by setting
^^ = F 4a
	
(2.179).
has been studied. The results show that in this case the multiple-time-
scaling technique fails. More precisely, it can predict the variation of the
amplitude during the transient, but cannot predict the change in frequency_
It is believed that the failure is due to the fact that the function a 
(which replaces the function a-l/gn ) does not have any asymptotic expansion
as E tends to zero. Nevertheless,. the limit cycle oscillation obtained by
assuming g  = 0(E) appeirs similar to that obtained by assuming g  • 0(1).
Further analysis is needed..
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SECTION 3
HAMMIC
 EAL,1e,CK URTHODS
3.1 Analysis for Two Modes
The governing differential equations can be written in the fora*
to tQ" e ' + 'tea W, t e,s k Wg t CSI W s'f C#s W, l^lf^  =0 (3.1)
QN 	 ns	 l	 ^^^r,	
IN: t Vs	 a t „• w$ 4 et ^ ,L t^ ^ `f' C2-1^►^ ^rsf'es$ Yvs' o t3.2)
where the various coefficients are defined in appendix A for panels with 2-
dimensional simply-supported, 3-dimensional simply-supported, and 3 -dimensional
clasped-clanped edge conditions.
Assume the limit cycle solutions to be of the form
VIM (t) = an la " o t + bM Cos W t	 yt = I, 2	 (3.3)
where an and b  are constant coefficients.
Combining Eqs. 3.1 1
 3.2, and 3.3 and balancing the first harmonic,
yields
f = ^-^ - '^ f C^^ ^ Ait b' ) I J C^, f 3 A: t	 )bs	 Q,
fa ! 1. -^'' ^-^' t C.,C Qj •f bj )+L Cia ( N s i' 3^a ) J ^^
t [ ^^
 ^^ t Z CJ: 0 2 62 a, f ez 62 = D
f3, t12i-W' +A , =CQ^ +b': )^'^'Csr(3at6^) ]a,
,4	 4
t C -S_)1 w +X C,, Q, 6, ] 6, + k e=, a , = o
f+ =[ _- 'f 'fir C:: (Qa +VI + C, I ( 41* + 3 WI n
t 1. at 	 ^' t s,e y s 4,^ 6e = C	 (3.4)2
For gE 0, one can write q  = rngi tam appendix A and Sq. 2.31)
t
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These four equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson method (see Appendix e).
The A, which has to be greater than 
Xcritical
in order to obtain any nontrivial
solution, is treated as an unknown. Also w, which is not known beforehand, is
treated as an unknown in the iteration process. There are thus four equations
for four unknowns, x, • (A, w, a 2 # b2 ) .	 Values for the quantities al and bl
are assumed, and remain unchanged in the iteration process.	 If one allows
al = 0, then the magnitude of b 	 will determine the level of the limit cycle
amplitude.	 The Newton-Raphson iteration formula is as follows:
^.
afl
.-
of
._
aft
..._
-1
aft
ax aw aa^ 6.
aft afa af= j
_ Xk aw aA: a6a
/ ►^^;^
t/ls ^as
.,j'
oTg ^' f3 of ,terafv i3
fa
6tA a W aas 6
`` 
Uo
Ds
616 a"f4 f4 ^ 14
M aw aa: abz (3.5)
;e
The criterion of convergence employed is that the absolute value of the ratio
of correction to the previous value of each x, element is smaller than 1 x 10-5.
3.2 Analysis for N Modes
The governing differential equations can be written in the force*
For g  = 0, one can write G^= = A GM (see Appendix A and Eq. 2.88?.
A,
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u
M VJ„ ^A^
	
Vin t 	Wn+a,?E WG 	 hsi	 ^^	 hal *» "
N
(3.6)
form 1p2,...N
where --, Gm , NM , C..Q Are all defined in Appendix A for 2-dim, simply-
supported, 3-di®o simply-supported, and 3-dim. clamped-clamped edge boundary
conditions.
Again, assume that
W"O = Gt,+AA;ntjtf, 	 bo w of	 for n • I t 2	 N	 (3.7)
where an and 
n 
are constant coefficients. Substituting Eq. 3 .6 in Eq. 3.5
and balar .twing the first harmonic,, one obtains 2-N simultaneous algebraic
equations:
I^  /^T.^11	 t  
s^	 N ^/	 1 ^wf
f 2^• 1 ;r " r—	 I Ihn w	 l^1Mh T '`	 1aN Qh
+ 	 flat loot
	
'MalN
 
t ,
	
C	 3 0. Q
*s$	 a	 „	 "tt	 t B
t b»6a tbnQt bt t ai 6s ]=0t	 (3.8)
w • 1, 2,	 N
:x
Minhi  t+ Wa f	 ^: ir,, n ♦ ;L L F 1+^h ] ^ n
1!s t
sa 	 t 	 t	 C: 	 C -5ho 6r 6 s `f
(3.9)
p
	
1, 2,	 N
equations 3.8 and 3.9 represent Mf equations which may be 'Written in vect... x
_	 forms as
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_ W
F IX ) =	 - 0 	x	 A`
a)
(3.10)
b^
Again, solving by the Newton -Raphson iteration technique
r Nt♦ ^	
_	
,Y	_	 ..^	 ^;'^	 ,^	 (3.11)
g
where J(xi) is the Jacobian of F(xi ) and is defined in Appendix B.
The convergence criterion is the same as that in the two-mode solution.
3. 	 Stability of Solutions
The present method gives both stable and unstable solutions; hence each
limit-cycle solution must be chocked for arability by giving a small. perturba-
tio:l . to the limit cycle solution.
Le t
r►Vn ('	 = C an t,Jn 	 sin of ^- ^ t^h + ^^ ( ^^^ COS Wt	 (3.12)
ry where
ps •^^,(t1 ^ <<M^ „(^) ^<t b
^. and an, bn
 are limit cycle solutions; the quantities C (t) and F, n (t) represent
perturbations to an and bn , respectively. -
,is
Upon employing Eq. 3.12 in Eq. 3.6, subtracting the s-aady-state limit!
cycle solution, and retaining only the linear terms in to and	 one obtains	 xn r
a set of linear differential equations in t o andfin•	 Assuming that Zn (t) and
^n (t) are slowly 4arying , , functions of time, one can neglect ri (t), n (t) in
couparison with Cn`(t) and ^n (t) , respectively, since
41
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21r	 24 (3.13)
" 
tf)
where W is the frequency of the steady-state oscillations. Finally, one ob-
tains a set of 2N first-order differential equations,
N~
2	 Minn A W2 Mmn3n +	 CT% n(W fn f 3n)
zz
N
t ,^
10
K--
11
its
	
bh	 3h f b ip,
 
Q y t 6haa 3 ^1
-+ at ^^ ^h -^ ^ Q„.^ t ba a^ ^^ ^ aN ai .^ p
	
fvl 	 Oh Op	 hip alfn	 (3.14)
iM	
iii mm.4 fn	 qIMh
one
-hot
	
+1	 F.M	 [3lail
,t.p r
f-h	 bt 11 t a. 4, ,CII	
-k 4.pplf	 Ila
ri f at, b,	 be, L:
	
t CAg
	 f
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in ` ^i h G1
and placing these in Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15, dividing Eq. 3.14 by -2w, Eq. 3.15
by 2w, and writing in matrix form, one obtains
fQ - off MI L : 0	 (3.16)
where Ml and Q are defined in Appendix C. This is an eigenvalue problems a
can k* found by the power method. if the real parts of all (I's are negative,
one has a stable limit cycle. if one of the real parts is positive, one has
tin unstable limit -cycle solution.
3.4 Static Buckling Solution
Setting dwn/dt and d 2wn/dt2 in Eq. 3.5 equal to zero, one gets the equa-
tion for static buckling
N	 N	 N
Wo, + X Emn Wn + -7 c,„nta whW fig _ o	 (3.17)
s	
><s I	 %#top,	 /
This can be programmed for solution by the Newton-Raphson iteration technique
in the same way as the previous flutter equations, Eqs. 3. 8 and 3 . 9, only now,
the unknown vector is taken as x= (W1' W2' . . . WN) and A is assumed known.
The corresponding Jacobian, J(x), is defined in Appendix B. There is, however,
a limit on A beyond which no static buckling exists. This point can be visu-
alied by solving the two-mode solution - of a 2-dim. simply--supported panel
analytically. The governing equations are
• 1 W, t ess W2 + Cu Aa -r A Ci WZ WO 0	 (3.18)
..mss W2 ` e,, W, -t ( 4 Col W,2+ 16 Cis wa We 0	 (3.19)
Taking 4 x W2 x Eq. 3.18 - W1 x Eq. 3.19, and dividing by As 12gives
	
^^',:	
--	
(:x.20)
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FMploying Eq. 3.20 in Eq. 3.13 gives
	
WS	
w 60ii	 (3.21)
s^ e„ + l4ns-s^, )CO, W,$
Substituting the above two relations in either Eq.3.19 0 and using the
relation 4A2 - A2 - 12w4 gives
t,
!f'
	
wo	 e,
:- _^ ^^s ^.^2 (644 t 36)Tt:;a7e,=f LO,_
a
7 ^14C11 -^6R± 36 q t " 4 A!^^t J
	
(3.22)
wl In real, anti36 Ir^ 4,;V eta	 6-q4 so the first requirement is
	
n
a
^
	
	
p
1 4	 R-V < '	 (3.23)
The second requirement is that
	
3	 __ 4;( e,,
 
>	 11= •< 911 	 (3.24)
This is the upper bound of 71.
Note:
(a) If	
.^ ^' 6 ^^ f 3b t +^ 3^ . : ^`^;iz
there are two solutions.,
(b) If  
	
* 36	 36?
there is one solution.
(c) If	
.^^ ^- 6 e_ 36`
	Caa
r.
there ix no solution.
94
	
z	 -
•do
This msy give another bound to a, but it will depend upon Rx.
The general M-mode case (Eq. 3.17) is solved by the Newton-Raphson technique.
The Jacobian of Eq. 3.17 is defined in Appendix B.
3.5 Transient Solutions
The time needed for the panel flutter to reach its steady state is of
interest. Of immediate concern is the transient response of the envelope of
the panel flutter. For simplicity, the fluttering frequency is assumed to be
constant at its final steady-state value, throughout the process of reach±:tg
the steady state. Assume
^n = Qn^^) 5ih Wt + bnM CO5 wf	 (3.25)
where an (t) and bn (t) are slowly varying functions of time. Again, using
the properties of a slowly varying function, one finds that
W,,= ( d„ - wbh) $ih wt t (bn 4 wah) cos Of
N t -2 w bn — c^'Gi h ) 5i n Wt t 2 Q dN w=bh ) Coswt (3.26)
Substituting these relations into Eq. 3.6, the first harmonic gives
^f
^;	
N	 ^ {yam n.	 1	 gN r.•	 -.
'	 -	 2 w	 "n ^n
	 L GMn h bn t /t t^ L ^'h^ n Q h
hat	 11 s1
N
+$,^ = C^hfi
^ 
^6h61.6atb►,ut + bp?NA t A^A^,]=0 (3.27)
r	 -f
-	
fY
+	 #	 "	 aMA	 ^	 ) h
p b 6 -r bwb =0t	 C	 [3a" Q t	 t	 (3.25)
3.27 and 3.28 b the 	 a Kutta method, one can et tSolving Eqs.	 Y	 ^ ^	 q he transient
response of the panel-flutter envelope.
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rSECTION 4
RESULTS FOR THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL PLATE
A computer program has been written for solving general panel-flutter
problems subject to different boundary conditions.
For the two-dimensional plate, the harmonic balance method takes less
than 1/10 of a minute of computing time on the IBM 360/65 computer to get one
point in a 6-mode analysis and less than 3/10 of a minute for a 20-made analy-
sis. The perturbation method takes even less time, since after finding the
parameter 0 and the right-hand vector, the entire amplitude versus dynamic
pressure can be obtained almost immediately.
^k Compared with Dow.11's direct integration method (Ref. 4), which takes
from 2 to 10 minutes, the harmonic balance method and the perturbation method
save couch time, yet the results agree very well as can be seen in Oig. 5.
40-1 The Harmonic Balance Method
•
R
'r.
Considas, first, the question of convergence. Several observations can
be made by looking at the results shown in Fig. 6s
(a) for the range of aerodynamic force and amplitude of interest
here, six modes are required for good convergence.
(b) convergence is better for a limit cycle o`,low amplitude than
for high amplitude because a high aerodynamic pressure associ-
ated with a high amplitude tends to blow the peak of deflec-
tion to the rear; hence th,%- Aaflection shape deviates more
from the shape of the-first few modus.
It has been found' that four modes are required for good convergenc s for x =
, W	 0	 M .01.2	 ,Al,whie six modes are needed for R 	 ,	 The reason4t
x	
U1'
for this observation is that the peak moves toward the center either by the mid-
plane force or by the lessening of aerodynamic force needed for the same ampli-
tude. A comparison of d.Pflection shapes for these two cases is shown in
Fig. 7. Since the limit cycle solu ',tion is a traveling wave, the deflection
shapesa shown an f'iy. 7 represent the maudmus ► deflection of every point of the
plate in the airflow direction.
r
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4.1.1 Limit Cycle Solution
The effects of two important parameters (the mass ratio, P/M, and they in-,
plane loading, 
x) on the limit cycle amplitude are described in the following.
Consider first, the effect of mass ratio: the limit cycle amplitude, W/h, vs.
dynamic pressure for a different mass ratio p/M is shown in Fig. S. This mass
f
ratio p/M is a measure of the amount of aerodynamic damping present. It is ob-
vious that damping has a stabilizing effect. The results obtained here agree
with Dowell's4.
Next, consider the effect of the inplane loading. As shown in Fig. 9,
the inplane compressive loading aggravates the peak deflection and also causes
the panel to flutter at a lower aerodynamic pressure. Note that the classical
Euler buckling load is Rx - n2 . For R
x
 < _W2 , there is both a flutter solu-
tion and ,static buckling solution. Some static buckling solutions are shown in
Fig. 10 for the two-mode case. From Fig. 10 one sees that A has an upper limit
for static buckling to exist. For x > - 37r 2 , the li-°f t is well below the
9R2/e12 limit set in Subsection 3.4. For x • -4 R2 , there are two solutions,
and the stability analysis shows that the lower branch is unxtable.
i
l
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4.1.2 Transient Response
A program has been written for a general N-mode solution. The Runge-
Kutta-Gill integration method has be -sn used. For the two-mode case it works
out quite well. The time increment can be set very large (about 1 /4 of the
period of real vibration) . Bit as one increases the mode number to six, one
has to decrease the time increment to such a small size (about 1/120 of tire-
period of limit cycle oscillation) that this envelope analysis ha, little ad-
vantage over the direct integration method. One explanation irk th pat during
the transient period, amplitudes of damped modes are not necessarily small and-
they vibrate at their own frequencies,` 'which are quite far away from the
limit cycle frequency; hence the assumption that a slowly varying character
of an and 
n 
is no longer valid .* When a large time increment is used, higher
*If	 W6(4) ^^ e 	 t E_^;it A61tl e,^ 4't	 where w is the limit cycle fre-
quency, A6 is a constant, and. AB ( t)
 is c). damped oscillating function. Then
A6 10 = Ab 	 and when 4.ec Uji,>>&j A^ltJ is no longer a
slowly--varying function.
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modes could cause numerical instability. 	 A typical transient response curve
is shown in Fig. 11.
4.2	 The Perturbation Method!.
As can be seen in rig. 5, the results of the perturbation method agree
very wall with thoso of the harmonic balance method. 	 Since the perturbation
method gives the solution in analytical form, additional information can be ob-
tained by considering the parameters upon which the solution depends.
4..2,_1 The Limit C,yc1R^  ion
it should be noted that the solution (Egs. 2.153 and 2.154) obtained
by the perturbation method shows that the curves A vs. A correspond to a
parabola with a horizontal axis.	 The parabola, is fully described by the
two parameters 0 and X,.	 Thus it is convenient to consider the continuous
variation of these two parameters by changing the inplane loading.
Consider, first, the effect of inplane loading on a critical dynamic
pressure.	 From Fig. 12,it is clear that the critical dynamic pressure de-
creases as inplane compressive loading increases. 	 For the range of inplane
loading investigated here, a linear relation seems to hold.
Next, consider the effect of inplane loading on 101: 101 is a measure-'
^1s
ment of the opening of the MJh vs. A curve and hence is a measurement of the
"rigidity" of the panel.	 Figure 13 shows 10 1 as a function of the inplane
loading.	 It is clear -hat 101 ' grown with inplane compressive loading. 	 In
the range^of x investigated here, a linear relation seems to hold fairly well.
4.24	 The TranaLent Response
The transient response (Eq. 2.129) is described by the
parameter	 ^iR s	 R is a scale to measure the time required for reaching a
_
I
steady-state vibration.	 The effect of inplane loading on 0R is given in
Fig. 14.
	 It is clear from Fig. 14 that the time required to reach a steady-
state solution decieases with increasing -inplane ZWV.reesive stress.
a
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•SECTION 5
RESULTS FOR A THREE-DIMENSIONAL CLAMPED-CLAWED PLATE
A complete edge restraint, as typical of a clamped-clamped panel, is
used in this analysis. Other edge restraints could be similarly incorporated
in the analysis if desired. All of the results presented here are for complete
edge restraints.
For the three-dimensional clamped-clamped plate (see Fig. A.2 of Appendix
A),the harmonic balance method takes approximately 6 seconds of computing time
on the IBM 360/65 coq,uter for Wine point in the 6-mode solution. On the other
hand, the perturbation me-.*od takes 9 seconds to obtain all the necessary in-
formation for the whole curve. Again, both methods are highly effective when
compar3d with three minutes for one point in the direct integration method of
Ref. 18.
5.1 Harmonic Balance
The present investigation concerning limit cycle behavior shows that
both the inplane stresses and the length-to-width ratio (a/b) affect the con-
vergence of the solution. From Figs. 15 and 16, one can see that for a/b 1,
six modes are required fox good convergence if x—	 47x2, whereas an eight-
,
mode analysis is needed if x = 0. Also, it has been found that (not shown in
.	 a plot) that for a/b Q 3 and R	 0, fourteen modes are required for good
convergence. Thus, length-to-width ratio is another important factor which
r	
affects convergence.
The coefficients of the nondimensional panel-flutter eq;Ation depend upon
the parameters U/M, R , R , and a/b. The effect of these parameters on the
x y
limit cycle solution is described in the following.
The effect of mass ratio for the 2-dim. and 3-dim. plate is essentially
of the same character. As can be seen in Fig. 17, when the mass ratio de-
creases, the plate becomes more and mor. flexible.
Concerning the effect of the inplane force, it is noted that the effect
of R at low a/b is small as can be expected, since (a/b) 2 is associated withy
every R in the equation. The effect of R at a/b = 1, as can be seen in
Y	 Y
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Table 1, is still	 Accordingly, the effect of 
x 
was studied with
R = 0. As can be seen in gigs. 18 and, 19, the effect of the inplane loading
y
is of the same pattern for both a/b = .01 and a/b = 1.0. An interesting ob-
servation has been made: that is, if one transfers these curves for different
Rx (on Fig. 18,for example) horizontally, so that the W/h = 0 of each -wf O%otse
curve: coincides, then for W/h < 1.0, all of these curves almost coincide. There-
fore, the effect of inpla ae loading is mainly on the critical aerodynamty pres-
sure, whereas the inplans Ioading effect on the opening of the curve is neq-
ligible.
Finally, consider the effect of the length-to-width ratio, a/b. in
Fig. 20 0 the flutter amplitude vs dynamic pressure is shown for a/b = .01,
a/b = 1.0, and a/b = 2.0. It is clear from the figure that an increase of
a/b will affect not only the critical aerodynamic pressure, but also the
"opening" of the curve. The largo a/b Is, the "stiffer" is the plate.
5.2 The perturbation Method
The perturbation solution for a 3-dim. plate also shoos good agreement
with the harmonic balance solution for W/h < 1.0. As can be seen in Figs. 18
and 20, somecurves are in good agreement even up to W/h = 3,.4. As already	 -
mentioned, the solution obtained by the perturbation method ' 4s given by a
parabola with a horizontal axis. The behavior of the parameters a' and ^ ►
(which determine the pwrabola) as a function c ,f the length-to-width ratio a/b
is described in the foltowixng.
5.2.1 The Limit--:ycle So ation
In Fig. 21, the critical aerodyrausic pressure a F at which flutter occurs
is given as a function of the aspect ratio for x= 0, - 9T2 , and - 2w and
Y = 0. It is clear from t"A figure that AF is greater for greater a/b, and
smaller for larger inplane o=Wressive stress. Also the characte-istics are
similar for different inptana stress. The parameter 	 wk.ich is a meamire
of the "opening" in the dynamic pressure vs amplitude curve is given in Fiq,.22.
It is clear from Fig. 22 that	 decreases as a/b increases = for the same a/b,	 Q
does not change much as the i lan* ' stress varies. This is consistent with
the observation made in Subsection 5.1.1 about the deflection shape.
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5.2.2 The Transient Regonse
The transient response is determined by the parameter BR, which is a
measurement for the time required to reach the steady state. Figure 23 shows
that the larger the length-to-width ratio, the shorter the time required to
reach a steady state. It is also clear that the in.luence of inplane stress
on BR is greater for a smaller length-to-width ratio.
